
Chasing Bliss: One Man’s Quest To Find The Root of Happiness
Documentary Series, Now Available Only On CORE

WASHINGTON D.C. | APRIL 2023 | Chasing Bliss is a two-part documentary series hosted by film 
producer Paulino Duran as he travels to foreign countries interviewing people of all walks of life - from 
small business owners to street goers, to creatives and beyond - sharing their unscripted stories in an 
effort to discover the true meaning of bliss, joy and what makes people truly happy. On his journey, Duran 
visits Finland, Hawaii, Ecuador and the USA, meeting an eclectic mix of citizens and drawing inspiration 
from their unique backgrounds. Can happiness be constant or is it just as fleeing as every other emotion? 
What causes true happiness? Paulino Duran seeks to answer these questions.

The distribution partnership is inspired by CORE’s mission to share stories which elevate global 
consciousness and discovery of the world around us. Chasing Bliss will join CORE’s roster of films, 
lectures and discussions of likeness on the topic of Understanding Happiness - a theme that has been 
brought to the forefront within many of the platform’s upcoming productions and partnerships.

ABOUT PAULINO DURAN | Paulino Duran is an avid explorer who has traveled the world looking for 
experiences that highlight the uniqueness of each culture he immerses himself in. After working as an 
actor for over 30 years in the industry, Paulino's love for directing combined with his hunger for travel is 
what inspired his newest project, Chasing Bliss. Follow along as he searches to find the root of 
happiness, the source of meaning & the epicenter of love all while showcasing the infinite beauty this 
world has to offer.

ABOUT CORE | Founded in 2007 by Martine Dubin, CORE is a one of the original digital and mobile 
streaming platforms with viewers tuning in across every country worldwide. Home to 1000+ original titles, 
CORE goes beyond the mainstream narrative, featuring society's most eclectic stories and leaders who 
reshape the way we think and live. htps://core.live/

ABOUT MARTINE DUBIN COMPANY | A leading media company in development, production, marketing 
and distribution of original entertainment, editorial news and information. The company owns and 
operates the global broadcast network CORE, and the YOGA365 app, reaching viewers in every country 
and territory worldwide. Martine Dubin Company has collaborated with organizations including NATO, 
Lincoln Center, Harpo Studio, Burda Media. htps://martinedubin.com/ 
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